Introduction
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X) be the algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on X, and let A be a uniform algebra on X.
Fix a nonzero complex homomorphism Of course, it is possible that v need not have the conjugate function v
In this paper, we are interested in the nonnegative weight functions w for which there is a positive constant C such that (1) :
for all f inA and a I 1 g i n In the case A is the disc algebra and m is the normalized Lebesgue measure, such weight functions ware well known when I = AO (cf. [4] , [6] )
It is difficult to give a characterization analogous to the disc algebra setting even if in the case of an annulus algebra.
However in pre'lious papers [7, Section 3], [8, Section 4] and [9, Section 7J, we determined weight functions w when w satisfies a stronger weighted norm inequality g en era I un i for m a I g e bra .
That is, than Cl), ; -I' 1 .l I = Ko ' for a (2) there exists a constant p in [0,1) and a function k
When A is the disc algebra, the Helson-Szeg6 theorem, which was proved in [1, Proposition 2], shows that w satisfies (2) The main result in this paper shows this condition persists for a polydisc algebra and a uniform algebra which consists of rational functions.
92.
Weighted norm inequalities Let be the orthogonal projection from
where v is in L, the set of all measurable positive functions on X which are both bounded and bounded away from zero.
Fix I a closed invariant subspace in CO' P~ denotes pV restricted
The following theorem is known in the case when = KO [9, Theorem 14 and 14'J For a general I we can show a lifting theorem on A x I as in the proof of (9, Theorem 2J. Then the following theorem follows as in the proof of [9, Theorem 14], However we will sketch of a direct proof, not using a lifting theorem. We need the following lemma which is probably known. in the theorem is easy to prove.
We 3nall prove the "only if" part X"Vn! wdm
x , = f and lim n , r and p = YO i ')
Characterizations of weights
By Theorems 1 and 2 we are interested in the weights w which satisfy (2) .
K~ n L 1 1 coincides usually with H~ and then (2) is the following.
(1)
There exists a constant 0 in [0,1) and a function k in 14 1
" such that iw -kl ~ ow .
We will consider the equivalence of (1) and the following property. (see [1, Proposition 2J for the disc algebra).
Suppose
Iw -ki ~ pw and put 
Suppose H~ has the property (3).
(1), then w satisfies (II). 
Proo f,

T'"
Then l/f is an a I y tic 0 n and l/f belongs to H (see [11, Theorem 3.3 .5J) am very grateful to the referee who improved the exposi tion in the first draft of this paper.
